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18V X 2 KETTLE BARE (TOOL ONLY) DKT360Z BY MAKITA

Boiling water wherever the job takes you with the 18Vx2 LXT

Kettle. (DKT360). With an 800mL water capacity the DKT360

will boil water at 23 °C in 8-minutes. The durable design with

dual layer insulation has high heat retention on the inside

while keeping the housing cool to touch on the outside.

Additionally packed with a handful of safety features the

kettle has a tip over spill guard preventing water from spilling

out if the kettle is knocked over. An auto shutoff with boil dry

protection and ground sensor ensuring the base must be on a

flat surface before boiling. Whether you on a camping trip, at

the park or on a jobsite the DKT360 is a must have for your

next adventure.

Features:-

800mL water capacity

Durable dual layer design insulates inside while keeping

outside cool

Tip over spill guard prevents hot water spill if kettle is

knocked over

Safety auto shut off with boil dry protection

8-minute boiling time at 23 °C water temperature

Specifications:-

Voltage: 18Vx2 (36V)

Tank capacity 800mL

Boiling Time:

8 minutes (23 °C water)

9 minutes (10 °C water)

Runtime: 1.7L (with two BL1860B),

Overall length: 233mm

SKU Option Part # Price

900619 DKT360Z $249

Model

Type Kettle

SKU 900619

Part Number DKT360Z

Barcode 088381748896

Brand Makita

Features

Standard Inclusions
Bare Tool / Charger (No

Battery)

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 3.3 kg
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Weight: 2kg
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